
 

 

 Earthquake Disaster Response Position Paper No
 
 OPERATION WINTER RACE – PROJECT PROPOSAL FOR IMMED

DISTRIBUTION OF THE PATTAN SHELTER TO HOMELESS FAMI

1 Statement of Need

 It is widely recognized that with the coming of winter the tents currently in
homeless families in the mountainous regions of the earthquake affected a
provide insufficient protection against the extreme cold, particularly in resp
children and the frail and elderly.  Moreover, the heavy snowfalls expected
December onwards will cause these temporary fair weather structures to c
Accordingly, the UN, the Relief Commission and the international lead agen
launched Operation ‘Winter Race’ via the Emergency Shelter Cluster to red
critical humanitarian need as a matter of urgency.

2 Intended Intervention and Response by the Pattan Development 
Organisation

 

The Pattan Shelter is a simple, low cost, light, bamboo framed, flexible, tem
emergency home capable of supporting a family of up to a maximum of te
(the detailed specifications are given below – normal capacity is five or six
is portable and may be carried by the villagers themselves from the neares
road upwards by mountain track to the point of desired assembly.  Constru
straightforward and erection is comfortably within the capacity of individua
and/or affected communities.  The angles of the shelter are secured and bo
wire or rope lashings; supply of every five shelters will be accompanied by
shovel, a saw, knife, hammer and wire cutters. 

3 Pattan Area of Operations

 

Since the early days of the emergency Pattan has operated a tented village
(on the banks of the River Kunhar at Balakot Town) for some 200 homeles
This facility continues in operation and is supported by the Pattan Forward
Mansehra.  Additionally Pattan has executed an outreach programme of su
the wider Balakot regions (bedding, foodstuffs, tents, cooking utensils, me
Flowing from this contact with the scattered communities, links have been
with the villages of Arban, Jalora, Patlung 2 and Patlung 1 (which includes 
Patlung) (further details of these rural hamlets are given below).  These se
are all within a five kilometer radius of Balakot Town, situated on the hills 
the North East and NNW above the river valley.  Road (track) access is ava
supply points from which the mountain paths lead upwards (to 6,000 feet 
beyond in the case of Arban).  The leaders of these people have visited the
camp and viewed the example Pattan Shelters which are in use there; they
expressed a unanimous wish for supply of this shelter as soon as possible.
have confirmed their readiness and ability to carry the dismantled shelter k
individual building sites and to effect construction, using recovered posts a
sheeting where available from their former homes to effect refinements, ex
and to provide additional protection from the elements.  These are resourc
resolute people

4 Coordination of the Pattan Response

The Army authorities in Balakot have sought assistance from NGOs operati
vicinity with their activation of Operation Winter Race – a task which is dau
scale and scope, bearing in mind the diversity and remoteness of the targe
locations, the sheer numbers of those in need and the difficulties of post-e
movement with many tracks demolished or swept away.  The adoption of A
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Jalora and the Patlung trio (1, 2 and Upper) by Pattan for the supply of she
subsequent support via other innovative projects in the coming months) ha
registered both with the local Army commander and also with Brigade HQ 
Pattan Disaster Management Coordinator.  Likewise, this specific response
has been recorded by the UN(IOM) Shelter Cluster Information Manager in
Islamabad.  There is no overlap in coverage; in fact the reverse is the case
many of the NGOs present a few weeks ago having now withdrawn and wit
remaining focusing on other needs (e.g. food, medical, solid waste disposa
clearance).

5 The Pattan Villages

All four of the identified villages have been personally visited by the Pattan
Management Coordinator/Disaster Management Team and surveys and nee
assessments conducted in conjunction with the community leaders.  Additi
village people have provided manuscript lists of affected families which are
the Pattan tented camp for on-the-spot reference.  Specifically, the salient
our Shelter Project rationale reads thus:

Arban: 160 families on the mountains to the NE, about 900 survivor
dead, over 80% of whom were children).  All (100%) homesteads de
Currently using 12 large tents and 50 smaller tents (the imbalance b
capacity and need, even without the onset of winter, is clearly eviden
these figures).  These people have many needs: the access track to t
has gone, with no prospect of repair before the spring; their water po
distant; they daily carry their food from distribution points in the vall
6,000 foot snow line; they need more blankets and quilts; their cloth
limited – a mix of recovered and relief items; medical care was recei
injured in the disaster aftermath but not since.  These needs we will 
address over time, but the overwhelming duty of care (emphasized b
recipients) is for proper (intermediate) shelter.  The figure for the Ar
portion of this Project is put at 125, and, if funding is forthcoming, t
that response.  
Jalora: 40 homeless (tented) families on the NNW hills above the va
souls surviving, 30 dead.  The overall devastation/situation is as repl
throughout the region.  No single dwelling remains and with continui
there is no question of seeking shelter in the rubble.  Immediate Patt
Shelters needed: 50.  
Patlung 2: 200 households, as many as 1,500 people, all without ho
Minimum of 175 shelters required.  
Patlung 1 (including Upper Patlung): 46 tented families to be giv
shelters (+300) people.  50 kits required.  

Total figure for initial provision of Pattan Shelters = 400

6 Project Budget.

The unit cost of one Pattan Shelter kit is assessed to be USD $200.  All the
materials are available in-country, and maximum care in sourcing and proc
will be exercised to remain within this figure, notwithstanding the surge in
for similar structures, particularly corrugated metal sheeting.

Costing per 100 Pattan Shelters = $20,000  
Costing for 400 Pattan Shelters = $80,000  
Add 10% on-costs for road transportation through Pattan Forward Ba
Mansehra to point of supply = $8,000  
Associated construction tools per 5 units (see above and Specificatio
= $2,000  

Amount sought for provision of 400 Pattan Shelters to identified 
= $90,000  (or any lesser or greater multiples to permit part or
interventions). 

(Note:  Aside from freight {including casual labour for loading}, there are
overheads or hidden costs in this budget.  All the Pattan infrastructure elem
already in place.  Personnel costs are Zero – the new post of Logistics, Ope
and Procurement Manager to support the Pattan Earthquake Outreach Res
the coming six months and beyond is being absorbed within the PDO huma
resources budget.  The Disaster Management Coordinator /Disaster Manag
Term are unsalaried seconded volunteers from Great Britain.  Prospective d
this Project and to up-coming initiatives may be re-assured that their entir



contribution will translate to aid, support and rehabilitation directly at the p
need.

7 Timeline

We have but two weeks in which to respond to this critical and unpreceden
situation.  Funding, sourcing, procurement, transportation, delivery, porter
the mountains and construction must be completed within that time frame
the onset of the winter snow or lives, many lives, will be lost.  In anticipati
donor response, Pattan has drawn forward a loan of $10,000 with which to
supply pipeline for the Pattan Shelters.

8 Technical Specifications and Dimensions for the Pattan Shelter

The basic design of this simple structure is much used in Pakistan.  We acc
is not perfect, but it has the advantages of being inexpensive and available
be easily adapted and improvised by users, especially via the use of re-cyc
material.  Unlike a tent, this shelter is semi-permanent and it is easy to ad
additional rooms – the cost of these extension units being approximately h
the original structure.

Description: 
Footprint/size in feet – 12 x 10 (base) x 7.5 (max height).  
Bamboo frame, comprising 14 poles of varied lengths of diameter be
5 inches to ensure adequate support.  Size details thus – 12 feet x 5
feet 6 inches x 2 poles; 8 feet x 3 poles; 11 feet 6 inches x 2 poles; 
pole; 12 feet 6 inches x 1 pole (total 14).  
Walls of plastic sheeting or similar improvisation.  
Roofing: corrugated galvanized iron (CGI)/metal (4 standard size she
feet x 10 feet).  
Time to construct – approximately two hours (no special skills requir
Tools – Spade, pickaxe, saw, knife, wire cutters, hammer (1 set per 
shelters).  
Binding: 5 metres rope and 5 metres pliable wire.  
Nails to secure roof ( 1 box of 2 inch nails – minimum contents 3 doz

9 Contact Details
10 Bank Details
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